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BACKGROUND

* Discussion opened

-Green Paper on Damages Actions for Breach of EC antitrust 
rules (2005)
- Consumer Policy Strategy 2007-2013 (2007)

* General agreements

- Efficient and sometime only way to seek redress
- Need to avoid abuses of US-style class actions
-ADR must be complemented with effective procedures

* National legislation evolving

Italy; Germany, Denmark and Norway; France, UK

* Discussion fuelled

-Consultation on consumer collective redress benchmarks 
- White Paper on private enforcement in competition cases



BEUC 10 Principles



1. Cover both national and cross border cases

2. Have a wide scope

- all areas where consumer interests are infringed
- National provisions to grant more extensive rights

3. Aim at obtaining compensation

Redress for economic harm suffered individuals

4. Allow for standing of consumer organisations



5. Foresee both opt-in and opt-out procedures

Decision on a case by case basis 
Depending on:

- nature of claim
- value of claim
- plaintiffs or group representative

6. Court to decide over the admissibility of the 
claim

- Broad control of the Court over procedure
- How to determine admissibility
- No detailed consideration of merits

7. Information measures directed to consumers



8. Control of out-of-court settlement

In opt out procedure out court settlement to be 
approved by court

9. Fair distribution of compensation

- Opt-out: public authority or designated organisation 
redistributes compensation
- If compensation cannot be allocated: non-profit
organisation 
- Opt-in: individual directly reimboursed

10. Efficient funding mechanisms
-[European] group fund 
-Insurance to cover the costs of the proceedings
-Reduction/suppression of court fees when losing
-Lawyers’ fees controlled



Last Italian developments
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